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Summary The characterization of critical energy release rates of adhesive joints in laminated composite struc-
tures is a key issue when failure analyses have to be performed. Critical energy release rates, or fracture toughesses,
are known to be dependent on the mode mixing ratio, i.e. the portion of shear loading. It is thus useful to determine a
criterion which gives the critical energy release rate as a function of the mode mixing ratio, which is the overall goal
of this paper. For this purpose several experiments have been performed, for single mode I, single mode II, and mixed
mode I/II loading conditions with pre-defined mode mixing ratios. Unfortunately, most of the experimental outcome
cannot be used directly for least squares fitting of suitable fracture toughness criteria due to a couple of reasons, which
will be discussed in detail. Hence, a numerical approach based on cohesive interface elements is employed to deter-
mine some of the critical energy release rates by fitting against experimental load-deformation curves. This combined
numerical/experimental approach yields a useful database of discrete critical energy release rate values. These are
utilized to fit suitable criteria which then allow the calculation of critical energy release rates for any given mode
mixing ratio. The results are discussed in terms of convergence to the discrete values and physical plausibility, and a
simple possibility to include mode III behavior is presented.
1. Introduction

Adhesive bonding as a technology for joining two composite parts together becomes more and more popular in manufacturing large-scale composite structures. Besides the ease of disassembly, the drawbacks of mechanical fasteners are that rivets or bolts can cause significant weight and aero-/aquodynamic penalties, and that they act as stress concentrators which may produce local damage. Further, the cut-out or drilling of holes is often related with severe splintering or delamination. Adhesive bonding technology produces plane surfaces without holes which significantly reduces such problems. Compared with co-curing technology secondary adhesive bonding has several advantages: first, the designer has more flexibility in shape. For instance, the pitch between stiffeners in stiffened structures can easily be varied. Second, the tooling process is much easier. Third, also the lay-up process is less complicated, especially if complex geometries can be substructured into several simple geometries. Since the lay-up is often the most time-consuming manufacturing process [1], secondary adhesive bonding can save a lot of time in many cases.

In the design phase of composite structures failure analyses are often employed which require accurate and reliable characterization of the material properties. For adhesive bonds these are the strength parameters and the critical energy release rate (CERR) values characterizing the toughness of the material. The CERRs are the most governing parameters. They have a more severe impact on the load-carrying capacity than the strength parameters. Fig. 1 shows load-displacement curves of a double cantilever beam (DCB) test. 1 Therein, a numerical parameter study is performed where the strength is varied while keeping the fracture toughness constant, Fig. 1 (a), and vice versa, Fig. 1 (b). For the simulation the numerical model described in section 3.1 was used, and the results are normalized by the maximum load and the corresponding cross-head displacement. As seen, the strength can be reduced significantly (factor of 10) without changing the maximum load too much. In contrast to that, a small change in CERR has a significant impact on the maximum load. Following from this, the characterization of CERRs is extraordinarily relevant for damage tolerance analyses.

The response within an adhesive layer is very similar to that in a co-cured interface. The stresses governing a debonding process are the normal tensile stress perpendicular to the adhesive plane and the shear stresses parallel to the adhesive plane, which are also responsible for delamination. Hence, the debonding mechanisms of an adhesive joint can be classified in the well known delamination modes [2, 3]: mode I normal opening, mode II sliding shear, and mode III scissoring shear. These failure modes are illustrated in Fig. 2.

In the general case an adhesive joint is of course exposed to a mixture of these modes. The specific mode mixture has a major impact on the adhesive CERR: the larger the shear portion the larger the CERR becomes [4, 5], a phenomenon well known from studies of interlaminar CERRs [6, 7]. It is very important to capture this effect in characterization schemes, which consequently have to include experimental techniques for several mode mixtures. It is common practice to utilize the same experiments standardized for the determination of the interlaminar fracture toughness, e.g. DCB tests [8, 9, 10, 11] for single mode I, end notched flexure (ENF) tests [11, 12] for single mode II, and mixed mode bending (MMB) tests [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] for mixed mode I/II loading conditions. It should be mentioned that from Ref. [10] a standard has been developed for the determination of the adhesive fracture toughness [19] as it has been previously recognized that bonded and co-cured systems offer many similarities.

A lot of research has been performed in the past dealing with adhesive CERRs. Especially the research groups around Blackman and Kinloch published a lot of fundamental work. In [20, 21, 22], the influence of the loading rate was investigated, a topic recently revisited in [23, 24], where the fracture toughness turned out to decrease significantly on increasing the loading rate. The influence of the kind of substrates on the adhesive glass transition temperature, and consequently on the mode I fracture toughness $G_{IC}$, was reported in [25]. The test geometry (DCB or tapered DCB test) had no influence. It was also reported that adhesive pastes are very sensitive to the pre-bond moisture content of the substrates, while film adhesives are not [26]. An investigation of adhesive repair joints after pre-conditioning in a hot/wet environment was performed in [27] followed by finite element modeling [28]. It was figured out that the pre-conditioning had no significant effect on the static strength, though a change in failure modes was observed, but the fatigue strength decreased significantly. Very recently –and very important in the context of this paper– Dillard et al. [29] reported that the adhesive fracture toughness under mixed mode loadings may be lower than the single mode

---

1For details about the DCB test see section 2.1.
In this paper the following research activities are reported: Several experiments have been carried out for characterizing the fracture toughness of a film adhesive in single mode I, single mode II, and mixed mode I/II loading conditions. The adhesive was used to connect unidirectional carbon/epoxy composite plates. The aim of the paper is to study the influence of the mode mixing ratio, i.e. the shear portion within the interface, on the CERR, and to evaluate and validate criteria from literature which give the mixed mode CERR as a function of the mode mixing ratio. Unfortunately, the mixed mode test results (and also those for single mode II) cannot directly be employed to fit the CERR criteria due to a couple of reasons, which are explained in detail at a later stage of this paper. A numerical model is utilized to fit the mixed mode fracture toughness values for the investigated mode mixing ratios against the experimental load-deformation curves. The obtained discrete values of the CERR are employed for fitting the CERR criteria. These serve to calculate the mixed mode CERR for any given mode mixing ratio. The results are discussed in terms of physical plausibility, convergence to the discrete CERR values, and finding the single mode II CERR from the CERR criteria. Finally, a simple method to include mode III behavior is presented, which is believed to be slightly different from that in mode II.

2. Experimental Framework

The material under investigation is Cytec FM 300M film adhesive [30] connecting Hexcel UD IM7/8552 carbon/epoxy laminates [31]. The adhesive is a high shear strength modified epoxy resin providing excellent bondline and flow control and reducing the tendency to trap air during lay-up. The composite is based on prepreg technology. It is a high-performance laminate which is commonly used in the aircraft industry for highly stressed primary structures.

The test specimens were manufactured by fabricating unidirectional composite plates (containing only 0° plies) which were subsequently bonded with the adhesive film (thickness \( t_{adh} = 0.13 \) mm) while inserting a thin layer of
Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) to generate a pre-crack. The bonded plates were then cut into the desired sizes for the different tests, which are described in sections 2.1–2.3. The composite plates were cured in accordance with the product data sheet [31]. The adhesive film is treated as double-sided tape. Protection foils are removed prior to bonding. The adhesive was cured for 60 minutes at a pressure between 15-100 psi (in accordance with the product data sheet [30]).

The experiments performed in the context of this paper include DCB, ENF, and MMB tests. The European standards DIN-EN 6033 [9] and DIN-EN 6034 [12] were applied for the DCB and ENF tests, respectively. The American standard ASTM D6671 [18] was employed for the MMB tests. It may be mentioned that the substrates remained elastic in all cases. To distinguish the different loading scenarios (single mode I, single mode II, or mixed mode I/II) we introduce a mode mixing ratio \( \beta \) which is defined by the expression

\[
\beta := \frac{G_{II}}{G_I + G_{II}},
\]

where \( G_I \) and \( G_{II} \) are the mode I and mode II strain energy release rates. Hence, the larger the shear portion within the adhesive the larger the mode mixing ratio becomes. Single mode I is defined by a mode mixing ratio of \( \beta = 0 \) while single mode II is defined by \( \beta = 1 \). Three different mode mixities (0.25, 0.5, and 0.75) are investigated in the MMB tests. The testing procedures and the specimen geometries are described in the sequel, and the experimental results are presented.

2.1. Single Mode I

The subject of this section is the experimental determination of \( G_{IIc} \) via a DCB test. The test setup is illustrated in Fig. 3. The test series consists of 14 specimens. The composite plates from which the specimens are fabricated are laminated with a \([0^\circ]_{16}\) sequence. The thickness of one layer is \( t_l = 0.125 \text{ mm} \), and that of a plate is \( t = 2.0 \text{ mm} \). The PTFE insert has a thickness of \( t_{PTFE} = 0.02 \text{ mm} \). The pre-crack length is denoted by \( a_0 \) and the crack length after propagation by \( a \). Both are measured from the load-line in the aluminum blocks introducing the load up to the crack front. To avoid any influence of the PTFE insert the specimens were additionally pre-cracked by 10–15 mm in single mode I. Note that the initial crack length \( a_0 \) includes the additional pre-crack. The intact adhesive area has the length \( l_{adhesive} \). The specimen width is denoted by \( w \). Table 1 lists the average geometrical magnitudes. The applied load is denoted by \( F \), the cross-head displacement by \( \Delta_{DCB} \), and the maxima of the applied load and the cross-head displacement by \( F_{\text{max}} \) and \( \Delta_{\text{max,DCB}} \), respectively. The tests are performed under displacement-control with a quasi-static loading rate of 10 mm/min until the crack length reaches approximately \( a = 100 \text{ mm} \).

The data reduction scheme employed within the applied standard works as follows: Load-deformation curves are recorded during the entire duration of the tests. A sketch of a characteristic curve is depicted in Fig. 4 (a). The curve is normalized by the maximum values of the load and the cross-head displacement, thus the maxima are equal to unity. The fracture toughness is the energy dissipated on crack propagation (dashed area in Fig. 4 (a)) related to the size of the fracture surface. The amount of the dissipated energy can be calculated by determining the total energy and then substracting the elastic energy stored in the laminate plates. The total energy is obtained by calculating the area under
the loading path of the experimental curve. For this purpose the curve is subdivided into \( n - 1 \) intervals between the \( n \) data points. The size of the areas under the curve intervals are computed using the midpoint rule. Summarizing these areas yields the total energy introduced into the system. The elastic energy stored within the laminate plates is obtained with the same technique for the unloading path of the experimental curve. The crack lengths before and after the tests are marked on both sides of the specimens. The distance between these marks (average of the values on both sides of the specimens) times the width of the specimens is the size of the fracture surface. The data reduction scheme is based on direct energy measurements and not on calculations based on beam theory. It is thus not necessary to correct the data for beam root rotation, transverse shear, large displacements, or end block stiffening. It should be mentioned that in some cases stick-slip occurred, but no special actions were performed concerning this effect.

Fig. 4 (b) presents the load-deformation curves obtained experimentally. The unloading parts are omitted for clarity reasons. All curves start with linear elastic response up to a maximum load. The average maximum is \( F = 206 \) N. Following the peak there is stable crack propagation (in almost all cases and almost along the entire loading history). The data reduction scheme yields an average CERR of \( G_{IC} = 980 \) J/m², with a standard deviation of 11.5%. The response is similar to that known from DCB delamination tests justifying the choice of delamination tests for the determination of adhesive CERRs. Unfortunately the crack lengths have not been recorded (and it is not oblique in the applied standard), hence a resistance curve (R-curve) cannot be presented. It should thus be mentioned that the test method relies on the assumption that the R-curve is approximately constant along the range of crack lengths, and that the response remains elastic within the laminate plates (which was the case in the performed experiments).

Investigating the failure locus is very important since the crack can switch from the adhesive to the adhesive/adherent interface or even into the composite plates. In such cases the fracture envelope would be an effective one since it lumps together the different phenomena. For this purpose the fracture surfaces were examined. A photograph of specimen 3 is exemplarily shown in Fig. 5 (a). A failure locus in the middle of the adhesive layer is uniformly

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test type</th>
<th>( l_{adh} )</th>
<th>( a_0 )</th>
<th>( w )</th>
<th>( t )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DCB</td>
<td>209.04</td>
<td>20.96</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENF</td>
<td>65.00</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
distributed over the entire fracture surface, except very small areas at the longitudinal edges, where the crack path switched into the composite. This is probably caused by edge splintering during the cutting of the specimens. In little cases the crack switched to the adhesive/laminate interface, see Fig. 5 (b). However, we emphasize that the undesired failure loci occurred only in very localized areas and thus have a minor impact on the adhesive fracture toughness.

2.2. Single Mode II

This section deals with the characterization of the single mode II CERR, $G_{IIc}$, via ENF tests. The test setup is illustrated in Fig. 6, which is a three point bending test on a pre-damaged specimen. The specimens are cut from the single mode I specimens after the DCB tests. Consequently, the pre-damage is a single mode I crack, and a series of 14 specimens was tested. The lay-up and the thickness of the plates are the same as described in section 2.1. The geometrical measures are also listed in Table 1. The initial and current crack lengths, $a_0$ and $a$, are measured from the side support up to the crack front as indicated in Fig. 6. The applied load is denoted by $F$, and the deformation magnitude is the cross-head displacement denoted by $\Delta_{ENF}$.

The test procedure works as follows: The load is introduced displacement-controlled and quasi-statically with a displacement rate of 1 mm/min. The crack length is monitored by a vernier caliper utilizing a microscope with 15- to 25-fold magnification. A thin layer of white ink was applied to the longitudinal side faces of the specimens to facilitate this measurement. Load-displacement data are recorded for the entire duration of the tests. The crack tip is optically observed with the microscope to detect the onset of crack propagation. The critical load at onset of crack propagation, $F_{crit}$, is recorded and the loading is stopped as soon as crack propagation can be identified by a small drop in the load-displacement curve. The mode II CERR is then calculated using the expression

$$G_{IIc} = \frac{9F_{crit} \Delta_{ENF} a_0^2}{2w(l/4 + 3a_0)} \times 1000,$$

according to the standard. Herein, $\Delta_{ENF}$ is the loading displacement corresponding to the critical load $F_{crit}$. The factor 1000 is a unit conversion factor which is included because $a_0$, $\Delta_{ENF}$, $w$, $l$, and $F_{crit}$ are measured in mm and N, respectively, while the unit of $G_{IIc}$ is J/m².

Fig. 7 (a) shows the experimental load-displacement curves, where the applied load $F$ is plotted against the cross-head displacement $\Delta_{ENF}$. The mean value of the CERRs extracted from the experiments is $G_{IIc} = 390$ J/m². This result seems to be questionable due to the following reasons: first, the single mode II CERR $G_{IIc}$ is approximately 2.5
times smaller than the single mode I CERR $G_{IC}$. In contrast $G_{IIc}$ is usually much higher than $G_{IC}$ in co-cured $0^\circ/0^\circ$ interfaces, and there is no indication for adhesive connections to behave differently. Second, the standard deviation of 41.3% is very high. Third, the test has to be stopped if a small load drop indicates the onset of crack propagation. Actually, a load drop is hard to realize in the curves of Fig. 7 (a) (though crack initiation was identified by optical inspection and a first alteration of the crack front). Probably the experiments have been stopped too early, which is also a good explanation of the low CERR value. Finally it is doubtful that the experimental $G_{IIc}$ value can be utilized for fitting a CERR criterion. It may rather be used as a curve fitting parameter instead. Anyway, it is clear that the absence of correct single mode II test data is a limitation in evaluating CERR criteria.

2.3. Mixed Mode I/II

In the following the experimental determination of mixed mode I/II CERRs by MMB tests is discussed. The test setup as well as the specimen geometry are depicted in Fig. 8. The loading state in the specimens is a combination of mode I and mode II loading, introduced via aluminum blocks at the pre-damaged end (mode I) and the center roller (mode II), respectively. The mode mixture can be controlled by calibrating the loading arm length $c$. The nominal mode mixtures investigated in this work are $\beta = 0.25$, $\beta = 0.5$, and $\beta = 0.75$. A series of 7 specimens was tested for $\beta = 0.25$, while two series of 8 specimens were tested for $\beta = 0.5$ and $\beta = 0.75$, respectively. Except using aluminum blocks for the introduction of the mode I loading (instead of piano hinges), the test apparatus was manufactured according to appendix X2 of the test standard.
Figure 6: Illustration of the ENF test setup and the specimen geometry (top left: initial configuration; bottom left: vertical projection of the test specimen; right: loaded configuration).
Figure 7: Experimental load-deformation results of the ENF tests (a) and the MMB tests for mode mixing ratios of $\beta = 0.25$ (b), $\beta = 0.5$ (c), and $\beta = 0.75$ (d).
The composite plates of which the test specimens are fabricated have a \([0^\circ]_{14}\) stacking sequence and a nominal thickness of 1.75 mm. The layer thickness is again \(t_l = 0.125\) mm. The PTFE insert exhibits a thickness no greater than \(13\) μm. The length of the pre-crack \(a_0\) (as well as the current crack length \(a\)) is measured from the load line in the aluminum blocks at the predamaged end up to the crack front, as indicated in Fig. 8. The specimens were not pre-cracked to obtain crack initiation values of the CERRs which are free of fiber bridging (though fiber bridging did not occur for large crack lengths as well). Mean values of measured geometrical data such as the loading arm length \(c\), the length of the intact adhesive area \(l_{adh}\), the pre-crack length \(a_0\), the specimen width \(w\), and the thickness of the laminate plates \(t\), are listed in Table 2. The loading arm length \(c\) was calibrated using the expression

\[
c = \left(0.167 + 0.000137 \tilde{a}^2 - 0.108 \sqrt{\ln(\tilde{a})} \beta + \frac{-1400 + 0.725 \tilde{a}^2 - 141 \ln(\tilde{a}) - 302 \ln(\tilde{a}^2)}{219 - 5000 \beta + 55 \ln(\tilde{a})} \right) \frac{l}{2},
\]

where \(\tilde{a} = a/\chi\). The parameter \(\chi\) is a crack length correction parameter defined by

\[
\chi = \sqrt{\frac{E_{11}}{11G_{13}}} \left[3 - 2 \left(\frac{\Gamma}{1 + \Gamma}\right)^2\right],
\]

and \(\Gamma = 1.18 \sqrt{E_{11}E_{22}/G_{13}}\) is a transverse modulus correction parameter. The material properties \(E_{11}, E_{22}\), and \(G_{13}\) were taken from preliminary experiments of project partners [32] and are given in Table 5. The compliance of the loading system was accounted for via the parameter \(C_{sys}\), which was determined as described in section 11.5 of the standard using a calibration specimen made of steel. The crack length correction parameter \(\chi\) is also utilized to calculate the stiffness of the laminate, \(E_{1f}\), where also the system compliance enters:

\[
E_{1f} = \frac{8(a_0 + \chi t)^3 (3c - \frac{1}{m})^2 + [6(a_0 + 0.43\chi t)^3 + 0.5l^3] (c + \frac{1}{m})^2}{4l^2 b h^3 (\frac{1}{m} - C_{sys})}
\]

Herein, \(m\) is the initial slope of the load-displacement curve by neglecting initial nonlinearities that may occur in the first 20% of the loading curve. The mode I and mode II strain energy release rates are obtained using the relationships

\[
G_I = \frac{12 \left[ F (3c - \frac{1}{m}) + F_g (3c_g - \frac{1}{m}) \right]^2}{4 b r^2 F E_{1f} (a + \chi h)^2},
\]

where \(F\) is the applied load, \(F_g\) is the load due to the PTFE insert, \(c\) and \(c_g\) are the lengths of the crack and the pre-crack, respectively, and \(r\) is the radius of curvature of the crack front. The parameter \(r\) is determined using the expression

\[
r = \frac{2}{3}a_0^{1/2}(\frac{1}{m} - C_{sys}).
\]
Figure 9: Photographs of MMB fracture surfaces; specimen 6 with $\beta = 0.25$ (a), specimen 7 with $\beta = 0.5$ (b), and specimen 3 with $\beta = 0.75$ (c) (crack propagation direction from top to bottom).

$$G_{II} = \frac{9[F(c + \frac{h}{2}) + F_g(c_g + \frac{h}{2})]^2}{4b^2t^2E_1f} (a + 0.42\chi h)^2,$$

(7)

where $F$ is the applied load, $F_g$ is the weight of the loading lever and the attached apparatus, and $c_g$ is the distance between the center of gravity and the center roller. A correction is thus included to take into account loading caused by the lever weight. Clearly, $c_g$ changes with the lever load position. Note that equations (3)–(7) are taken from the standard. The tests were performed displacement-controlled with a quasi-static displacement rate of 0.5 mm/min, where the controlled displacement is the cross-head displacement in the load line of the lever arm, $\Delta_{\text{MMB}}$, as seen in Fig. 8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$c$</th>
<th>$l_{\text{adh}}$</th>
<th>$a_0$</th>
<th>$w$</th>
<th>$t$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>76.4</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>41.1</td>
<td>70.1</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>70.1</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Geometrical data of the MMB test specimens (in mm).

Figs. 7 (b)–(d) show the experimental load-displacement curves. We see that the initial response is linear elastic. At some point –characterized by the subscript ‘$nlin$’ in the following– the response starts to deviate from linearity and becomes non-linear. At a later stage –denoted by the subscript ‘$\text{max}$’ in the following– the maximum load is reached followed by stable crack propagation. Unloading is almost linear to the origin, hence plasticity effects within the adhesive can be neglected. This qualitative response can be observed for all of the three mode mixing ratios.

The failure locus in all tests for all mode mixtures was somewhere in the adhesive layer, though the crack jumped to the adhesive/composite interface in some cases, and also into the composite plates in small stripes along the longitudinal side edges, as seen in Fig. 9. The latter effect is likely due to local damage caused by the cutting process and occurred only when the crack tip was far away from the initial crack tip, hence it has no influence on the initiation CERR values. The experimental outcome is useful for damage tolerance analyses since in real structures with realistic loading scenarios it can be expected that the failure locus is similar. However, the CERR has to be interpreted to be effective, since it lumps together different failure loci, and thus different failure mechanisms.

According to the standard [18] one has two options for the extraction of an initiation CERR. The first one is based
on the load where the load-displacement curve first deviates from linearity, \( F_{\text{lin}} \). The second option is based on the maximum load, \( F_{\text{max}} \). The related CERRs are denoted by \( G_{\text{c,lin}} \) and \( G_{\text{c,max}} \), respectively. The initiation CERRs are calculated as follows:

\[
G_{\text{c,lin}} = G_{F_{\text{lin}}, a_0} \quad \text{or} \quad G_{\text{c,max}} = G_{F_{\text{max}}, a_0}
\]

Propagation values of the CERRs were not determined, thus the respective part of the standard is not described here. Also, since the crack lengths were not observed, R-curves of the MMB tests cannot be presented.\(^2\) Table 3 lists the mean values of the initiation values of the CERRs calculated according to Eq. (8). The standard deviations related to the CERRs, namely \( \sigma_{\text{lin}} = \sigma(G_{\text{c,lin}}) \) and \( \sigma_{\text{max}} = \sigma(G_{\text{c,max}}) \), are also given in Table 3. It may be mentioned that most of the standard deviations are pretty low. The difference between the nominal and the real mode mixing ratios are negligibly small, so we refer to the nominal values in the following. However, for completeness the real values are added in Table 3, where \( \beta_{\text{lin}} \) is the real mode mixing ratio based on deviation from linearity and \( \beta_{\text{max}} \) is that based on the maximum load. The real mode mixities are obtained by applying Eqs. (6)–(7) in (1).

\[
\beta = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 \quad \beta_{\text{lin}} = 0.2588, 0.5148, 0.7412
\]

Table 3: Experimental results of the MMB tests (\( F_{\text{lin}} \) and \( F_{\text{max}} \) in N; \( G_{\text{c,lin}} \) and \( G_{\text{c,max}} \) in J/m\(^2\); \( \sigma_{\text{lin}} \) and \( \sigma_{\text{max}} \) in % related to the mean values).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \beta )</th>
<th>( \beta_{\text{lin}} )</th>
<th>( F_{\text{lin}} )</th>
<th>( G_{\text{c,lin}} )</th>
<th>( \sigma_{\text{lin}} )</th>
<th>( F_{\text{max}} )</th>
<th>( G_{\text{c,max}} )</th>
<th>( \sigma_{\text{max}} )</th>
<th>( G_{\text{c,max}}/G_{\text{c,lin}} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.2588</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>0.2558</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>658</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.5148</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>445</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>0.5116</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>1095</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.7412</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>36.6</td>
<td>0.7390</td>
<td>632</td>
<td>1683</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One can see from Table 3 that the CERRs and the load levels on which the extraction of the CERRs base increase significantly with increasing mode mixing ratio. One can also observe that \( G_{\text{c,lin}} \) is significantly lower than \( G_{\text{c,max}} \). The factor between the two CERR values increases with increasing mode mixing ratio starting from 1.89 for \( \beta = 0.25 \) to 2.46 for \( \beta = 0.5 \) and 3.18 for \( \beta = 0.75 \), see the last column of Table 3. This is an effect well-known for co-cured interfaces, which highlights that the response within an adhesive interface is very similar. The trend among the mixed mode CERRs seems to emphasize that the single mode II value from the ENF tests is not physically meaningful, so it will not be treated as a fix material parameter in the fit of CERR criteria, but as an additional fitting parameter.

For applications like damage tolerance analyses the question arises which CERR under mixed mode I/II conditions has to be used, \( G_{\text{c,lin}} \) or \( G_{\text{c,max}} \). The CERRs based on deviation from linearity are more conservative, but on the other hand may be too conservative. Furthermore, since the single mode I value (\( \beta = 0 \)) is 980 J/m\(^2\) there is no monotonic trend in CERRs which is of course desired for fitting a CERR criterion. In order to reach a decision in this question, we apply a numerical approach in order to check which CERR is suitable for related failure analyses. The numerical approach is subject of the next section.

### 3. Numerical Estimate

A numerical model is employed in this section which allows to verify which type of CERR to use, \( G_{\text{c,lin}} \) or \( G_{\text{c,max}} \). For this purpose we first describe the numerical approach used in this work, then validate the model on tests performed for co-cured interfaces, and then present the numerical estimate of the adhesive fracture toughness for the mode mixing ratios \( \beta = 0.25, \beta = 0.5, \) and \( \beta = 0.75 \).

#### 3.1. Analysis Approach

The specimens are subdivided into two sublaminates, of which each represents one half of the specimens, connected by an interface layer which describes the physical behavior of the adhesive. The sublaminates are modeled with quadrilateral layered shell elements. The interface is displayed by so-called interface elements in which a cohesive law is implemented accounting for the nonlinear damage behavior of the adhesive. The detailed derivation of the finite element formulations or the cohesive law are not subject of this paper, but the basic features are described in the sequel.

\(^2\)Though it would be interesting to study if the CERRs are from the stable portion of the R-curve. Investigations on R-curves can be found e.g. in Ref. [33].
3.1.1. Shell Elements

The shell elements used for the simulations are state-of-the-art, so a detailed derivation of the element formulation is not given here. The element type is a quadrilateral iso-parametric plane shell with bi-linear Lagrangian shape functions. Geometrical nonlinearity is included by means of Green strains and second Piola-Kirchhoff stresses. The formulation holds for moderate rotations. Further the normal through-thickness strain and stress are neglected, which is a reasonable assumption for thin structures. The shell formulation builds upon a Reissner-Mindlin kinematic. Therein, transverse shear is accounted for which usually poses problems related with locking effects. Transverse shear locking is eliminated by the well-known assumed natural strains (ANS) approach [34].

The layered formulation incorporates a transversely isotropic material law for each ply where the preferred direction is the fiber direction. An arbitrary stacking sequence can thus be described. The element also allows for an arbitrary choice of the reference surface which is essential for the connection with the interface elements. For the connection technique the reference surface is the bottom surface for the top sublaminate and vice versa for the bottom sublaminate. Offsets between the reference surface and the mid-surface of a particular ply are accounted for in the thickness integration scheme.

3.1.2. Interface Elements

The interface element formulation has been derived in detail in Refs. [35, 36, 37] and will not be repeated in this paper. The eight-node elements work in traction-separation relationships. The tractions are the interfacial tractions, which are the normal traction perpendicular to the interface, \( t_I \), and the two shear tractions parallel to the interface, \( t_{II} \) and \( t_{III} \). The single mode separations are denoted by \( u_I \), \( u_{II} \), and \( u_{III} \). The separations are defined as the relative displacements between the top and the bottom sublaminate. Hence, the separations are obtained by simply subtracting the displacements of the bottom surface from the displacements of the top surface, of which each is approximated by bi-linear Lagrangian shape functions. It should be mentioned that the initial thickness of the interface is equal to zero. A similar element type has been used by several authors, see e.g. [38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46] among many others.

3.1.3. Cohesive Law

The cohesive law implemented in the interface element is a modified version of that proposed in [47, 48]. Details about this model can be found in [35, 49, 50, 51]. The model bases on the universal binding law of Rose et al. [52]. The original model from [47, 48] is edited in a way that only tensile normal tractions or the shear tractions trigger damage within the interface, and not interfacial compression. A penalty contact formulation is added in order to avoid the interpenetration of cracked surfaces.

The resulting traction-separation laws for single mode I and II loading conditions are depicted in Fig. 10. The response in single mode III is qualitatively identical to that in mode II. It should be mentioned that for shearing the separation sign has no influence, whereas in mode I there is the softening behavior for tension and the contact behavior for compression. The peaks characterizing damage initiation are governed by the mode I and II strengths, \( R_I \) and \( R_{II} \), and the corresponding separations, \( \bar{u}_I \) and \( \bar{u}_{II} \). The points where the tractions revert to zero correspond with total decohesion. The areas under the traction-separation curves are defined as the CERRs. The parameter \( K \) denotes the penalty stiffness applied in the event of contact. In contrast to the nonlinear loading path unloading is linear to the origin as depicted in Fig. 10. This history-dependency avoids healing of the interface.

In order to account for mixed mode loading conditions an effective traction and an effective separation are introduced to generate a mode coupling yielding an effective traction-separation law\(^3\). The area under this effective traction-separation law is the mixed mode CERR. It should be mentioned that we assume the same strengths for mode II and III. In [50] the smooth exponential cohesive law has been proven to be superior compared with a classical bi-linear model, as e.g. described in [53, 54], in terms of computational stability and convergence behavior.

3.2. Validation with Co-cured Interfaces

In order to prove the capabilities of the analysis approach, and to motivate the choice of this approach for a numerical estimation of the CERRs in single mode I and mixed mode I/II loading conditions, DCB and MMB delamination

\(^3\)For single mode loading conditions the effective traction-separation law is equal to the corresponding single mode traction-separation law as depicted in Fig. 10.
tests with co-cured interfaces are simulated as validation examples. The DCB tests are reported in [55] and the MMB tests in [56]. Fig. 11 illustrates the finite element meshes used for the simulations.

In the DCB case, see Fig. 11 (a), regions 1 and 2 are the areas where the pre-crack is located (16+29 mm long), region 3 is the region where cohesive interface elements are inserted (100 mm long), and region 4 is the remaining area where delamination is restricted (65 mm long). In region 4 only one layer of shell elements is used. The width of the specimen is \( w = 20 \) mm and the overall thickness of the laminate is \( 2t = 3 \) mm. In contrast to Fig. 3 the load was introduced via aluminum blocks glued to the specimens according to the American standard ASTM D5528 [8]. The width of these was 16 mm, thus region 1 is 16 mm long. In order to account for the idealized rigid body motion of the aluminum blocks the elastic properties of the laminate in region 1 are chosen to 1000 times the original values. The parameter \( \lambda \) is a load factor which is computed by the applied displacement-controlled arclength procedure. Therein, the cross-head displacement is increased incrementally. The resultant of the applied load is defined by \( F = \lambda qw \) for every load step. The geometric boundary conditions are clamping of the end without pre-damage and fixing the rotations about the shell directors. The loaded nodes are connected in \( z \)-direction via multiple point constraints (MPCs) which means that their displacements in \( z \)-direction are equal.

---

**Figure 10:** Illustration of the single mode I (a) and single mode II (b) cohesive laws.

---

**Figure 11:** Finite element meshes for the DCB test (a) and the MMB tests (b).
In the MMB case, see Fig. 11 (b), region 1 is the pre-cracked area. Here, interface elements which only account for contact and not for cohesion are inserted since there is interfacial compression on a cracked surface. Regions 2 and 3 are the regions where the initial defect may grow. No interface elements are inserted here and only one layer of shell elements is used. The lengths of the particular regions depend on the length of the pre-crack which was measured after testing. For this purpose the specimens were separated in the delamination plane, and then the pre-crack length was measured. The mean values of the loading arm length $c$, the length of the intact adhesive region $l_{adh}$, the pre-crack length $a_0$, the width of the specimens $w$, the thickness of one sublamine $t$, and the CERR for the three nominal mode mixing ratios are given in Table 4. The lengths of regions 1–4 can easily be computed by simple geometric considerations. The width of the specimens is $w = 25$ mm and the overall thickness is $2t = 4.2$ mm. The loading arm is modeled with a quasi-rigid beam which has a stiffness of 1000 times the laminate stiffness, hence rigidity is represented with sufficient accuracy. The beam is connected hinge-like with the upper sublamine on the pre-cracked end, and is connected only in y- and z-direction with the upper sublamine in the center of the specimen, see Fig. 11 (b). In this point a connection in x-direction is omitted in order to avoid tension stiffening due to the bending process.

It should be mentioned that 200 elements are inserted in region 3 in the DCB case and 40+20 elements in regions 2 and 3 in the MMB case in longitudinal direction. This means a mesh density of 2 elements per mm in the crack propagation regions, which is necessary for obtaining converged solutions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$c$</th>
<th>$l_{adh}$</th>
<th>$a_0$</th>
<th>$w$</th>
<th>$t$</th>
<th>$G_c$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>76.4</td>
<td>70.4</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>41.1</td>
<td>69.6</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>68.9</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>981</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Geometrical data (in mm) and CERR values (in J/m$^2$) for the MMB tests with co-cured interfaces.

The material properties taken for the laminate and the interface are listed in Table 5. These parameters have been determined experimentally by project partners within the COCOMAT project [57, 58], see [32]. The $G_{lc}$ value is extracted from the DCB tests. Since for every computation the mixed mode CERR enters the cohesive law a single mode II CERR is not required for the simulations presented in this section. The mode I strength $R_I$ is assumed to be equal to the in-plane strength of the laminate transverse to the fiber direction. The mode II strength $R_{II}$ is the interlaminar shear strength (ILSS) determined via the American standard ASTM D2344 [59].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$E_{11}$</th>
<th>$E_{22}$</th>
<th>$v_{12}$</th>
<th>$G_{12} = G_{13} = G_{23}$</th>
<th>$R_I$</th>
<th>$R_{II}$</th>
<th>$G_{lc}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>147300</td>
<td>11800</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>51.0</td>
<td>115.7</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Material properties of the laminate and the interface (moduli and strengths in N/mm$^2$, CERR in J/m$^2$, the Poisson ratio is unit-free).

Fig. 12 presents the load-deformation curves of the DCB and MMB tests, that means for mode mixing ratios of $\beta = 0$, $\beta = 0.25$, $\beta = 0.5$, and $\beta = 0.75$, respectively. In the case of the DCB test, see Fig. 12 (a), the deformation magnitude is the cross-head displacement $\Delta_{DCB}$, whereas in the case of the MMB tests the deformation is the load-point deflection $\Delta_{MMB}$, see Figs. 12 (b)–(d). One can see that for all of the four mode mixing ratios we obtain excellent agreement between numerical solution and experimental outcome. The initial stiffness, the maximum load, and the response in crack propagation are almost coincident. For the MMB simulations the experimentally determined CERR values are taken, see Table 4, which are reported in [56]. The high quality of these results validates the analysis approach for single mode I and mixed mode I/II loading conditions in co-cured interfaces, and justifies the choice of the approach for the numerical estimation of a suitable CERR for an adhesive interface, which is subject of the next section.
Figure 12: Load-deformation curves of the delamination tests for mode mixing ratios of $\beta = 0$ (a), $\beta = 0.25$ (b), $\beta = 0.5$ (c), and $\beta = 0.75$ (d) (grey lines: test results; red lines: simulation).
3.3. Adhesive Fracture Toughness

For the numerical estimation of adhesive CERRs the finite element meshes are principally identical to those from section 3.2, see Fig. 11. However, in the DCB case the load was introduced via piano hinges in the experiments and the FE version is discretized only up to where the resulting load acts. Thus region 1 does not exist and the load is introduced via a line load along the specimen width on the pre-cracked end. The geometrical data such as pre-crack length, intact adhesive length, width, and thickness of the specimens can be found in Table 1. Region 3, the area where the crack can propagate and where interface elements are inserted, is 120 mm long and is discretized with 240 elements in longitudinal direction, hence there are 2 elements per mm. In the MMB case the only differences between the FE mesh used in section 3.2 and that used in this section are the geometrical data which are taken from Table 2 and not from Table 4. The elastic properties of the composite plies are those from Table 5. The interfacial strengths used for the analyses are $R_I = 8$ N/mm$^2$ and $R_{II} = 40$ N/mm$^2$. These values originate from (unpublished) previous investigations, and are realized as reasonable numbers. Actually, they are curve-fits against experimental data. The CERRs are taken from the experiments, i.e. $G_{Ic} = 980$ J/m$^2$ and $G_c = G_{c,nlin}$ or $G_c = G_{c,max}$, with $G_{c,nlin}$ and $G_{c,max}$ from Table 3.

Fig. 13 (a) shows the load-deformation curves of the simulation against the test results for the DCB test. Excellent agreement can be observed in terms of initial stiffness, maximum load, and crack propagation stiffness. We conclude that the $G_{Ic}$ value from the DCB tests is a reasonable estimate, thus fitting is not necessary.

Figs. 13 (b)–(d) present the load-deformation curves of the MMB adhesive tests and the respective finite element analyses (FEA). Only the loading paths are plotted in these pictures. The black dashed and dot-dashed curves are the results of the FEA with $G_{c,nlin}$ and $G_{c,max}$, respectively. One can see that none of these yields correlation with the experiments for all of the three investigated mode mixing ratios. The maximum loads and the response in crack propagation, i.e. the decreasing paths after the maximum load, are significantly under-estimated. It seems that neither the CERR based on the point of deviation from linearity nor that based on the maximum load apply for an adhesive fracture toughness. Clearly speaking, the intitiation CERR values appear to be much too low. Maybe propagation values extracted according to section 5.3.2 of the standard [18] are more reasonable, especially because they are expected to be larger than the initiation values, but these were not determined in the framework of this work. Thus we tried a numerical estimate of the CERRs by trial-and-error fits until the finite element results converged to the experiments. The respective CERRs are denoted by $G_{c,fit}$ and are given in Table 6. The corresponding curves are plotted as solid red lines in Figs. 13 (b)–(d) and show very good agreement with the test curves. Initial stiffness, maximum load, and crack propagation stiffness almost coincide.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>0.00</th>
<th>0.25</th>
<th>0.50</th>
<th>0.75</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$G_{c,fit}$</td>
<td>980</td>
<td>990</td>
<td>1650</td>
<td>2600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fact that the numerical model can be calibrated to the experimental outcome validates the analysis approach for applications to adhesive joints. The CERRs obtained via the numerical fit in the MMB case, and that obtained via experimental testing in the DCB case, seem to be the right choice for numerical applications and are used as the real values for fitting a CERR criterion. It should be mentioned that we do not provide numerical results for the ENF tests since we don’t have the crack propagation paths available for comparison.

---

4 The effect of a too low fracture toughness can also be seen in Fig. 1.
Figure 13: Load-deformation curves of the adhesive fracture tests for mode mixing ratios of $\beta = 0$ (a), $\beta = 0.25$ (b), $\beta = 0.5$ (c), and $\beta = 0.75$ (d).
4. Fracture Toughness Criteria

This section deals with the evaluation and validation of suitable fracture toughness criteria available from literature. The basis for fitting these criteria are the CERR values for specific mode mixing ratios which have been obtained directly via experiments for $\beta = 0$ or indirect by the semi-numerical estimate as described previously for $\beta = 0.25$, $\beta = 0.5$, and $\beta = 0.75$. The fracture toughness for the single mode II case, $G_{IIc}$, is used as a fitting parameter. In this section we first review some of the available criteria for mixed mode I/II scenarios, then present the results of least squares fits against the basic values deduced in section 3.3, and then present a simple approach to include mode III behavior which is based on some basic assumptions.

4.1. Review of Available Criteria

Several criteria have been applied in the past, ranging from power laws with uniform or different exponents for mode I and II over polynomial criteria to the one proposed by Benzeggagh and Kenane [60], which is referred to as the BK-criterion in the following. Surveys on available criteria can be found e.g. in [6, 61]. An extract of these are reviewed in the sequel. Let us first consider that the most general fracture-mechanics-based criterion for crack propagation is that the total energy release rate $G_T$, which is defined as the sum of the single mode energy release rates, is equal to the mixed mode CERR. This criterion reads

$$G_c = G_I + G_{II} = G_T \quad \Leftrightarrow \quad \frac{G_T}{G_c} = 1. \quad (9)$$

The most easy imaginable mode interaction criterion is that there is no interaction at all. In this case the fracture toughness remains unchanged when altering the mode mixing ratio. However, such a criterion is evidently wrong and is not considered here. Another simple interaction criterion is a power law. The most general power law from which some other criteria can be deduced is defined by

$$\left(\frac{G_I}{G_{lc}}\right)^{\alpha_1} + \left(\frac{G_{II}}{G_{IIc}}\right)^{\alpha_2} = 1, \quad (10)$$

see [62]. A wide range of material response can be displayed with this criterion by choosing any combination of $\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_2$ [63, 64]. If equal values $\alpha_1 = \alpha_2 = 1$ are utilized we obtain the linear interaction

$$\frac{G_I}{G_{lc}} + \frac{G_{II}}{G_{IIc}} = 1. \quad (11)$$

Substitution of (1) and (9) and some basic mathematical manipulations yield an expression for the mixed mode CERR in terms of the mode mixing ratio:

$$G_c = \left(1 - \beta \frac{G_{IIc}}{G_{lc}}\right)^{-1} \quad (12)$$

A linear interaction of the different failure modes may not be sufficient for an accurate representation of the mixed mode CERR. For a quadratic interaction we have to set $\alpha_1 = \alpha_2 = 2$ so we obtain

$$\left(\frac{G_I}{G_{lc}}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{G_{II}}{G_{IIc}}\right)^2 = 1. \quad (13)$$

Again substituting (1) and (9) leads to an expression for the mixed mode CERR in terms of the mode mixing ratio which is given by

$$G_c = \left[\left(1 - \beta \frac{G_{IIc}}{G_{lc}}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{\beta}{G_{IIc}}\right)^2\right]^{-1/2}. \quad (14)$$

The same methodology can be used for deducing a more general power law which includes (12) and (14). For this purpose we set $\alpha_1 = \alpha_2 = \alpha$ and we obtain

$$G_c = \left[\left(1 - \beta \frac{G_{IIc}}{G_{lc}}\right)^{\alpha} + \left(\frac{\beta}{G_{IIc}}\right)^{\alpha}\right]^{-1/\alpha}. \quad (15)$$
Besides the power laws described previously Yan et al. [65] proposed a second order polynomial as a CERR criterion. The original criterion was formulated in terms of a mode mixing ratio defined by \( \hat{\beta} = G_{IIc}/G_I \). Since in the event of mode-II-dominated scenarios \( G_I \rightarrow 0 \), and as a consequence \( \hat{\beta} \rightarrow \infty \), Reeder [6] rated this criterion as inappropriate. A modification has been reported in [66] where a mode mixing ratio enters according to the definition given in (1).

This transformation yields a polynomial criterion given by

\[
G_c = G_{lc} + \mu_1 \beta + \mu_2 \beta^2 ,
\]

which is now comparable with the power laws given above. The polynomial covers a wide range of material response and is able to approximate both concave and convex models. Another criterion which attained much attention is the BK-criterion [60]:

\[
G_c = G_{lc} + (G_{IIc} - G_{lc}) \beta^\eta
\]

It may be mentioned that in our case all of the above-mentioned criteria have the same amount of curve fitting parameters. The general power law given by (15) contains the exponent \( \alpha \) and \( G_{IIc} \), the polynomial (16) contains the coefficients \( \mu_1 \) and \( \mu_2 \), and the BK-criterion (17) contains the exponent \( \eta \) and \( G_{IIc} \). Several criteria have been proposed in addition to the above-mentioned ones, see e.g. [67, 68, 69, 70] among others, but these are not addressed in this paper.

### 4.2 Least Squares Fit

In this section a least squares fit of most of the CERR criteria described in the previous section is presented. For the fitting the software package gnuplot [71] was utilized. We did not obtain a converged solution when we tried to fit the power law from Eq. (15), thus we used the linear and the quadratic power laws, see (12) and (14), and in excess to these also a power law with an exponent of \( \alpha = 4 \). The results of the fits are plotted in Fig. 14.

One principally expects a monotonic trend in the CERR values. With increasing mode mixing ratio the CERR should also increase. Further the outcome of the single mode II CERR, which is a fitting parameter, should be as low as possible so that simulations under pure shear loadings do not overestimate the physical response.

The postulation for a monotonically increasing trend with increasing mode mixing ratios is not true for the CERRs based on the point of deviation from linearity or on the maximum load, see Figs. 14 (a) and (b), and thus also not for most of the corresponding criteria fits. In the case of the \( G_{c,\max} \) values the power laws show a decreasing trend which makes no sense from a physical point of view. The polynomial first decreases up to \( \beta = 0.4 \) and then increases for higher mode mixing ratios, which also makes no sense. Fitting the BK-criterion did not converge because it cannot display decreasing values of the CERRs for increasing mode mixing ratios. In the case of the CERRs based on the maximum load the discrete value for \( \beta = 0.25 \) violates a monotonic trend. The best fit against the \( G_{c,\max} \) values is obtained for the second order polynomial. However, in the range of \( \beta < 0.25 \) the curve decreases and with further increasing mode mixing ratio it increases, hence there is no monotonic trend. The BK-criterion increases monotonically, but due to that yields no good approximation of the CERR for \( \beta = 0.25 \). The power law with \( \alpha = 1 \) exhibits a monotonically increasing behavior but has a large error at the discrete CERR values. The decreasing behavior of the power laws with \( \alpha = 2 \) and \( \alpha = 4 \) for \( \beta > 0.6 \) and \( \beta > 0.5 \) is physically doubtful.

The discrete values of the CERRs based on the numerical estimate, \( G_{c,fu} \), exhibit a monotonically increasing trend, and so do the criteria fits except the power laws with \( \alpha = 2 \) and \( \alpha = 4 \). The fit with the lowest error norm is obtained with the second order polynomial, which is also the only criterion which displays the mild decrease in fracture toughness for very low mode mixing ratios. The BK-criterion and the power law with \( \alpha = 1 \) have a monotonic trend for all mode mixing ratios. However, the BK-criterion has a lower error norm and yields a lower \( G_{IIc} \), and is thus rated as the better criterion for the determination of the adhesive mixed mode CERR. Since the polynomial and the BK-criterion exhibit very similar shapes, we give both parameter sets which are

\[
\begin{align*}
\mu_1 &= -946.15 \text{ kJ/m}^2 , \quad \mu_2 = 4246.55 \text{ kJ/m}^2 , \quad G_{IIc} = 4280.40 \text{ kJ/m}^2 \\
G_{lc} &= 980 \text{ kJ/m}^2 ; \quad G_{IIc} = 4562 \text{ kJ/m}^2 ; \quad \eta = 2.63
\end{align*}
\]

for the BK-criterion. From a physical point of view – concerning especially the presence of a monotonic increase in CERRs for increasing mode mixing ratios – we rate the BK-criterion as most appropriate for the prediction of mixed mode CERRs.
Figure 14: Plots of the CERR criteria fitted against $G_{c,\text{min}}$ (a), $G_{c,\text{max}}$ (b), and $G_{c,\text{fit}}$ (c).
4.3. Inclusion of Mode III

In the CERR criteria previously reviewed, mode III response does not enter since there is no standardized test method available which incorporates mode III. However, promising work has been done in the past concerning the experimental characterization of the single mode III CERR. For instance, Donaldson [72] proposed the split cantilever beam (SCB) test on which Martin [73] performed fundamental work for its evaluation. Another method, which experienced more attention, is the edge crack torsion (ECT) test which has been developed by Lee [74]. Unfortunately, the ECT test is in discussion since a certain portion of mode II loading is introduced into the interface which is hard to capture in data reduction schemes. Due to this lack of experimental evidence we can only guess how to respect mode III influences. The following is a proposal of how to proceed in mixed mode I/II/III loading conditions by extending the BK-criterion.

Following the work of Li [75] we introduce a total shear energy release rate $G_{\text{shear}}$ as

$$G_{\text{shear}} = G_{II} + G_{III},$$

and we redefine the total energy release rate $G_T$:

$$G_T = G_{I} + G_{\text{shear}}$$

Camanho and D´avila [53] assume the same CERRs for mode II and mode III, i.e. $G_{IIc} = G_{IIIc}$. Then in the mixed mode I/II criteria from section 4.1 the single mode II energy release rate $G_{II}$ can be replaced by the total shear energy release rate $G_{\text{shear}}$ while the mode mixing ratio reads $\beta = G_{\text{shear}}/G_{T}$ in this case.

However, this assumption stands in contrast to the publication of Lee [74] who found that in mode III the CERR is usually higher than that in mode II. Hence, an easy approach to find a more realistic shear fracture toughness $G_{c,\text{shear}}$ is to assume a quadratic interaction between the shear modes and to construct an elliptic fracture toughness envelope as depicted in Fig. 15. The elliptic criterion, or quadratic power law, reads

$$\left(\frac{G_{II}}{G_{IIc}}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{G_{III}}{G_{IIIc}}\right)^2 = 1.$$  

(22)

Introducing a shear mode mixing ratio $\beta_{\text{shear}} := G_{II}/G_{III}$, and utilizing the relationship $G_{c,\text{shear}} = (G_{II}^2 + G_{III}^2)^{1/2}$ for the total shear energy release rate, leads to

$$G_{c,\text{shear}} = G_{IIIc} \frac{1 + \beta_{\text{shear}}^2} {\sqrt{G_{IIc}^2 + (\beta_{\text{shear}} G_{IIIc})^2}}$$

(23)

as an expression for the total shear fracture toughness which now serves to replace the single mode II fracture toughness $G_{IIc}$ in the criteria from section 4.1. Again, the single mode II energy release rate $G_{II}$ has to be replaced by the

Figure 15: Illustration of the elliptic envelope for the shear CERR $G_{c,\text{shear}}$. 
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total shear energy release rate $G_{\text{shear}}$ and the mode mixing ratio has to be defined as the ratio between the total shear energy release rate $G_{\text{shear}}$ and the total energy release rate $G_T$. For the BK-criterion this method exemplarily yields

$$G_c = G_{Ic} + (G_{c,\text{shear}} - G_{Ic}) \beta^\gamma,$$

where $G_{c,\text{shear}}$ is taken from Eq. (23) and $\beta = G_{\text{shear}}/G_T$. The authors emphasize that this approach is an assumption and is not validated through experimental investigations. Actually, it is presently not possible to validate this approach since there is no mixed mode I/II/III test method available. Also the single mode III CERR has to be determined by experiments which has not been done in the framework of this paper. As long as experimental data are not available for single mode III the assumption of equal CERRs for single mode II and III may be a reasonable approximation.

5. Conclusions

In this paper a combined numerical/experimental approach was presented for the determination of the mixed mode critical energy release rate of adhesive joints in composite laminates. The material under investigation was a unidirectional Hexcel IM7/8552 carbon/epoxy composite which was connected by the film adhesive Cytec FM 300M.

Experimental investigations have been carried out including classical delamination tests such as double cantilever beam, end notched flexure, and mixed mode bending tests where the co-cured interface was replaced by an adhesive bond. The experimental outcome was presented by means of global load-deformation curves and provides an important database for single mode I, single mode II, and mixed mode I/II loading conditions. Since in the MMB case it was not clear which initiation fracture toughness is useful for failure analyses, numerical simulations were performed in the framework of the finite element method, including state-of-the-art shell elements for the composite layers and interface elements with an embedded cohesive law for the adhesive. The numerical approach was first validated on simulations with co-cured interfaces before the results of the adhesive simulations were presented. Unfortunately, utilizing the CERRs from the experiments did not yield correlation with the tests. Thus the finite element simulations were fitted against the experiments by trial-and-error variation of the CERR values. These values were then interpreted as the real CERRs. Since the CERR is different for different mode mixing ratios fracture toughness criteria from literature were evaluated and fitted against the CERR values for the mode mixing ratios under investigation. This led to mathematical expressions which gave the CERR as a function of the mode mixing ratio. The best fit in combination with physical plausibility was obtained for the so-called BK-criterion [60]. Finally, a simple method for including mode III behavior was described which relies on some basic assumptions.

The relation between the fracture toughness and the mode mixing ratio is the key outcome of this paper. It is important to know that the CERR is the major material parameter characterizing the fracture process within an adhesive. Hence, this paper forms a useful basis for failure analyses of a respective adhesive joint. This is exceptionally true as the investigated materials are standard in the aircraft industry. The specific results now have to be validated on more complex structures before final proof of their quality.
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